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Installation Instructions

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 System Overview
The SLC-5 is a microprocessor controlled data collection and
computer interface unit, especially designed for the SpiderAlert 5
system. It supervises operation of the entire system and serves as an
interface between the system data bus and the head-end computer.
The SLC-5 is available as a stand-alone module (Fig. 4) mounted
within a plastic cabinet (Fig. 2). It may be optionally supplied in a
large metal cabinet (designated SLC-5 UPS, fig. 3), together with
power supply unit PS-2, a rechargeable backup battery and an
SPT-56 (SpiderBus Spike Suppressor and Junction Box unit, ref.
document DE7129).
The SLC-5 is compatible with both the previous SpiderAlert
generation that uses 12-bit codes, and the new SpiderAlert
equipment that uses 24-bit codes. It is therefore very easy to upgrade
existing systems by replacing the CCU-2 with the SLC-5 and adding
new-generation units.
The primary task of the SLC-5 is to collect alert and service
messages from all remote units (receivers, input/output devices and
repeaters) connected to the SpiderBus. Up to 255 remote units can
be handled by a single SLC-5.

The secondary task of the SLC-5 is to receive command codes from
the central station computer and send them over the bus to the
remote units - receivers, input/output devices and repeaters. Each
command code is addressed to a specific remote unit, for controlling
its output circuits. This allows the attendant at the central station to
control remote equipment such as sirens, lights or automatic voice
announcers that can be turned on and off.
The functions of the SLC-5 may be summarized as follows:
Acknowledgement of all messages and failure warnings received
via the bus.
Data storage and transfer to the computer via RS-232 serial port.
Supervision of the data bus and the remote units.
Reception of command codes from the head-end computer, for
transmission over the data bus to selected remote units.
Interaction with power supply unit PS-2 ( Para. 1-6).

1.2 Operating Modes

The SLC-5 provides few operating modes, selectable by an on-board
DIP switch. In each mode, the SLC-5 communication LED lights
steadily while SLC-5 is busy communicating with the computer.
The following operating modes are available:
A. Single-site direct connection to PC (SW1 & SW2 ON) (fig. 7).
B. Multi-site connection via RAD SRM-5AC short-range fast modems
(SW1 OFF, SW2 ON). (fig. 6).
C. Multi-site connection via U.S Robotics telephone-line modems
(SW1 ON, SW2 OFF). (fig. 6).
This mode allows data interchange with the computer via
telephone line data modems compatible with Hayes AT command
set. Since the SpiderAlert data transfer rate is 9960bps, 33Kb
modem is OK.
The telephone modem LED lights steadily whenever the local
modem communicates with a remote modem.
D. Multi-Site Connection via fiber-optic modem, Math model 5002,
Telebyte or RAD. (fig. 6).
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The two output terminals, which are of the open-collector type, are
under control of the monitoring station software - they can be pulled
LOW and released by computer command. The two outputs may be
used to sound an alarm, to switch lights on and off, to open a door
controlled by an electrical door strike, or for many other tasks.

1.6 Power Supply Status Data Flow
1.3 Bus Supervision Capability
A supervisory feature is provided by the SLC-5 to prevent data bus
trouble from rendering the network inoperable without warning. To
make supervision possible, each remote unit sharing the data bus is
programmed to send out attendance reports at regular intervals.
Once the SpiderAlert network is powered up, all remote units go
through the first cycle of attendance reports. The SLC-5 automatically
"learns" the participating units' ID numbers, registers the incoming
reports and creates a supervision list. After the first reporting cycle,
the SLC-5 expects regular attendance reports from each unit on its
list.

The SLC-5 can draw operating power from a distant source via the
SpiderBus. It can also operate with the PS-2 - a companion power
supply, switching regulator type. The PS-2 powers the SLC-5 and the
various remote devices connected to the bus. It also charges the
backup battery and provides power supply status information to the
SLC-5 via BAT FAIL and AC FAIL terminals (Fig. 8).

Attendance reports received at regular (correct) intervals are
"transparent" as far as the monitoring station operator is concerned,
although their reception is acknowledged by the SLC-5. If an
attendance report from a specific supervised unit fails to come in
within 4 minutes from the last report, a suitable warning appears on
the computer's monitor.

In addition to checking attendance, the SLC-5 monitors the data bus.
If the bus leads are shorted together, a suitable warning will appear
on the computer's monitor.

1.4 Interaction with the Computer
The SLC-5 is equipped with an RS-232 serial port and is supplied
with a suitable interconnection cable and software security plug. This
permits serial data interchange with a computer. The SpiderAlert
monitor software, which runs under Microsoft Windows, is discussed
in the SpiderAlert software SAM-5 User's Guide (Publication
DE7160U).
All messages received via the bus are automatically transferred to a
computer terminal for further processing and display. A message
data string is composed of:
Site Identification: Installation site of unit that sent the message.
Unit Identification: ID assigned to unit that sent the message.
Source Identification: The ID code assigned to the message
initiator (transmitter or physical switch).
Event Code: The type of event reported (alarm, tamper alert, low
battery, power failure etc.)
Checksum: Message validity data.
Messages reaching the head-end computer are registered in an
on-screen event log and on the hard disk. Event log entries may be
sorted by the dedicated SAM-5 software in accordance with various
criteria and sent to the printer to produce a hard copy.

1.5 Special Input/Output Terminals
The SLC-5 provides one input terminal (IN1) and 2 output terminals
(OUT1 and OUT2). The input terminal, that is of the normally closed
type, may be connected to a local motion, smoke or glass break
detector for reporting a local alarm to the monitoring station.

Power supply status messages are as follows:
A. Low Battery: The SLC-5 sends, at 90 second intervals, a battery
test command to the PS-2 via the BAT TST terminal, to check the
backup battery under load and report the results. The BAT FAIL
output of the power supply is normally LOW, but changes to
HIGH if the battery fails this test. If the BAT FAIL terminals are
connected as shown in Figure 8, a change from LOW to HIGH will
be reported to the computer. As a result, a "LOW BATTERY"
message will appear on the computer monitor, together with
identification of the SLC-5 installation site.
B. Battery Restoral: If the battery is rechecked and found in order,
the interconnected BAT FAIL terminals on both units will change
state from HIGH to LOW. As a result, a "BATTERY RESTORED"
message will appear on the computer monitor, together with
identification of the SLC-5 installation site.

C. AC Line Failure: The AC FAIL open-collector output of the PS-2
is kept LOW as long as AC power is supplied. Upon an AC
failure, this AC FAIL output changes from LOW to HIGH. If the
AC FAIL terminals are connected as shown in Figure 8, a change
from LOW to HIGH that persists for 60 seconds will be reported
to the computer. As a result, an "AC FAILURE" message will
appear on the computer monitor, together with identification of
the SLC-5 installation site.
D. AC Line Restoral: Once the AC supply is restored, the
interconnected AC FAIL terminals of both units pull down from
HIGH to LOW. If they remain low for 60 seconds, an "AC
RESTORED" message will appear on the computer monitor
together with identification of the SLC-5 installation site.

2. SPECIFICATIONS
Communication with Computer: Serial, RS-232
Communication Format: ASCII, 8-bits, no-parity, non-polling mode
ID and Event Codes: Hexadecimal
Memory Type: EEPROM
Memory Capacity: Up to 255 incoming messages
Maximum No. of Remote Units: 255, limited by protocol
considerations
Bus Protocol: Proprietary SpiderBus Protocol
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Number of Users: 4087, with wireless system using 12-bit ID code,
over 16 million, with wireless system using 24-bit ID codes.
Operating Voltage: 10 - 16 VDC
Current Consumption: 35 mA max (in operation)
Operating Temperature Range: 0°C to 49°C (32°F to 120°F)
Dimensions:
Plastic Box: 165 x 108 x 38mm (6-1/2 x 4-1/4 x 1-1/2 in.)
Metal Box: 262 x 315 x 74mm (10-5/16 x 12-3/8 x 2-15/16 in.)
Weight (Plastic Box with SLC-5): 205 gr (7.2 oz)
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3. INSTALLATION
3.1 SLC-5 Mounting
The SLC-5 is supplied in a plastic cabinet, which facilitates
installation on a flat surface. This cabinet is suitable for applications
where the SLC-5 is powered from a remote power supply through the
SpiderBus. To install the box, proceed as follows:
A. Remove the screw securing the cover to the base (see Figure 9).
B. Insert a small screwdriver
blade into the slot near one
of the snap-in teeth, as
shown. Carefully flex the
cover edge out, until the
tooth disengages the dent.
Repeat this with the other
tooth to free the cover edge
completely.
C. Lift the free edge of the cover diagonally up and get the other
edge free by pulling it backwards to disengage the tabs at the
back. The SLC-5 module does not prevent access to the
mounting holes, as evident from Fig. 10.

3.3 Wiring SLC-5 to the SpiderBus
For the SpiderBus design, refer to the SpiderBus design and wiring
guide, document number DE7110W.
The SLC-5 may be connected to the SpiderBus either via the 4
terminals shown in Figure 12, or via the telephone type bus port,
which is a 4-position RJ-11 receptacle.

As evident from Figure 12, the connection to the SpiderBus via the
terminal block is very simple. However, if you prefer the quick
attach/detach feature of telephone-type connectors, you will need a
4-pin RJ-11 mating plug that is commonly called "TELCO plug" (see
Figure 13 for plug shape and pin assignments).

D. Hold the base against the mounting surface and mark the points
for drilling.
E. Drill the mounting holes and insert wall anchors if necessary.
Bring the wires into the base through the wiring holes or wiring
knockouts. Attach the base to the mounting surface with the two
long screws.

3.2 SLC-5 UPS
Besides the SLC-5, the plastic cabinet can accommodate power
supply PS-2 that provides operating power for the SLC-5 and for the
remote units via the 2 power supply wires of the SpiderBus (see
Figure 12). The base, complete with both units, can be easily
mounted within a metal cabinet, together with an AC line transformer
and a 12 V rechargeable battery. The reference designation of this
entire configuration including the metal cabinet is SLC-5 UPS.

If an RJ-11 (TELCO) plug is used for connecting the SLC-5 to the
SpiderBus, the following items are required:
An unspecified length of 4-lead, color coded modular cable for
producing a patch cord connecting the BUS port to the bus
junction box (if junction boxes are indeed used along the bus).
Two 4-position RJ-11 plugs, to terminate the patch cord.
A crimping tool for RJ-11 plugs.
A telephone-type junction box with a built-in RJ-11 receptacle may be
used to facilitate connection to the bus. Refer to Figure 14 and
proceed as follows:
A. Identify the 4 wires of the bus and connect them to the numbered
terminals within the junction box, maintaining the order required
for correct patching.
B. Prepare an RJ-11-to-RJ-11 patch cord, long enough to bridge the
distance between the bus junction box and the SLC-5.
Make sure a "one-for-one" configuration is obtained, whereby pin
2 is connected to pin 2, pin 3 to pin 3 , etc.

C. If the bus itself is made of "modular" cable, there is no need for
junction boxes. The bus cable can then be directly connected to
the bus port of the SLC-5. Verify that the assignments and order
of the cable leads match the assignments and order of terminals
in the bus receptacle. If everything matches, crimp an RJ-11 plug
onto the end of the bus cable. The bus end terminated with the
plug may then be inserted directly into the SLC-5 bus receptacle.
1-TO-1 CABLE

To install within a metal cabinet, proceed as follows.
A. Hold the base against the inner wall of the host metal cabinet and
mark the points for drilling through both mounting holes.
B. Punch out one or more of the wiring knockouts at the sides of the
base, as necessary.
C. Drill the mounting holes and attach the base with both units in it to
the inner surface of the metal cabinet using two screws and nuts.
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3.4 Patching the SLC-5 to the PC

A. For single-site installation (only one SLC-5 is used and no
modems), verify that both switch levers of the SLC-5 operating
mode selector are set to ON.
B. Connect the SLC-to-SSK adapter cable (supplied with the unit)
between the RS-232 connector on the SLC-5 board and the
D-type 25-pin female connector on the SSK-5 software security
plug.

B. Either output terminal is suitable for operating a low-current
12VDC buzzer, an LED, or an auxiliary relay that draws less than
100mA current, as required. In case of a relay, connect its
operating coil across the OUT1 and 12V(+) or OUT2 and 12V(+)
terminals. Relays connected to OUT1 and OUT2 will pull in by
automatic or manual computer command. The relay contacts may
be wired to open doors, to control lighting fixtures, to sound an
alarm, to switch a wireless transmitter on and off etc.
Output 2 can be selected by the software for SLC-PC
communication failure indication (parameter 01 - checking
communication with PC). If this function is selected, when an
SLC-PC communication failure exists, output 2 is activated in
pulse mode.

3.6 SLC-5 UPS Internal Wiring
If you wish to install an SLC-5 UPS in a metal cabinet together with
an AC power transformer and a backup battery, proceed as follows:

C. Use the RS-232 cable supplied with the SSK-5 to connect the
free end of the SSK-5 (the one with the 25-pin D-type male
connector) to the computer's serial data port.

3.5 Using the Input/Output Circuits
A. Connect a normally closed switch of a local alarm sensor (such
as a smoke detector, motion detector, glass break detector, etc.)
across the IN1 and 12V(–) terminals.

A. Interconnect the identically marked terminals of the SLC-5 and
PS-2, as shown in Figure 8 (BAT FAIL to BAT FAIL and so on).
When connecting the 12 V terminals, be careful not to reverse the
(+) and (–) wires.
B. Connect the secondary winding of a step-down transformer with
18 - 26 V / 1A rating across the AC IN terminals of the PS-2.
Then connect the primary winding of the transformer to the AC
power line.
C. Connect a 12 VDC / 6 Ah sealed lead-acid battery across the
BAT terminals of the PS-2. Observe polarity.

3.7 SLC-5 UPS Connection to Bus Devices
The SLC-5 UPS is connected to the SpiderBus devices (and to an
SRP-51 bus repeater) via SPT-56 RJ-11 connectors (see fig. 3 & 4b).
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